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GREEN VERSUS GREEN:

WHEN THE ECONOMIC NEEDS OF MINORITY
COMMUNITIES
CLASH WITH ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE
CONCERNS
RHODA J. YEN'
"There's environmental green and there's the color of money
green." -- Anthony S. Twyman
Since the advent of the environmental justice movement in
the early 1980s, legislatures and courts have grappled with the
issue of whether racial minorities are in fact disproportionately
affected by "locally undesirable land uses" (LULUs) such as hazardous waste facilities, landfills, and polluting industries; and if
so, how best to remedy the problem. This article sets forth a problem currently facing the federal government: how to mediate between environmental justice proponents who purport to advocate
the green interests of minorities, and minority communities who
themselves support having LULUs located in their communities
for economic reasons.
Part I provides a general background of the problem by
presenting a brief historical overview of the environmental justice
movement, a delineation of the benefits and risks associated with
LULUs, and a current example illustrating the potential conflicts
between environmental justice proponents and certain minority
communities. Part II critically examines the studies on which environmental justice advocates and opponents rely and concludes
that disproportionate impacts suffered by racial minorities are
more attributable to neutral socioeconomic factors than to intentional racism. Part III discusses opposing normative views regarding whether the economic interests of minorities should be considered in environmental decisionmaking. Part IV offers an overview
of legislative, judicial, and private approaches to balancing the
economic interests of minority communities against environmental
concerns. Finally, Part V concludes by advocating for a holistic
*Rhoda J. Yen is an attorney with Jones, Foster, Johnston & Stubbs, P.A. in West
Palm Beach, Florida. Ms. Yen received her J.D. from the Georgetown University Law Center,
and holds a B.A. and a B.S. from the University of Maryland. She is an adjunct professor at the
Florida Atlantic University Honors College.
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re-examination into the structural problems that steer racial minorities into areas which are easily targeted for LULUs.
I. GENERAL BACKGROUND

To familiarize the reader with the problem at issue in this
paper, Subsection A begins by offering a brief overview of the
history and current scope of the environmental justice movement.
Subsection B delineates the various problems associated with LULUs, including health risks posed by exposure to particulate matter, hazardous waste, and lead; the increased crime rates created
by the presence of unproductive space surrounding polluting facilities; the deepening of social inequities; and decreased property
values caused by the nuisances associated with pollution; and racialization of neighborhoods that host LULUs. Conversely, Subsection C presents the primary benefits that may be created by
LULUs. In particular, LULUs may alleviate unemployment
among minority populations and revitalize the sagging economies
of otherwise deteriorating urban areas. Lastly, Subsection D describes the recent efforts by Shintech Corporation to locate a potentially harmful plastics plant in a predominantly African American community. In particular, the final section will analyze the
conflict between environmental justice advocates who purported
to help minorities by blocking construction and minorities themselves who sought approval of the plant.
A. Historical Roots Of The Environmental Justice Movement
Concerns about environmental justice originated after
1982, when residents of Warren County, North Carolina discovered that soil containing poly-chlorinated biphenyl and traces of
dioxin had been illegally dumped into their communities.1 The
nearby town of Afron, comprised mainly of economically underprivileged African-Americans, rallied in a historic grassroots protest. The primary motivation for the protest was the allegation
that Afron had been targeted for the PCB landfill, because of the
community's lack of social power. Although the Warren County
'For a general discussion on the historical roots of the environmental justice movement, see, e.g., Michele L. Knorr, Environmental Injustice: Inequities Between Empirical Data
and Federal, State Legislative and Judicial Responses, 6 U. BALT. J. ENVTL. L. 71, 73-77
(1997); Steven A. Light & Kathryn R.L. Rand, Is Title Vi a Magic Bullet? Environmental
Racism in the Context of Political-EconomicProcessesand Imperatives, 2 MICH. J. RACE & L.
1,18-19 (1996).
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demonstrations failed to block construction of the PCB landfill,
North Carolina eventually agreed to detoxify the landfill when
feasible technology became available. Moreover, the Warren
County protest sparked inquiry into the possible link between environmental problems and racism for the first time in American
history. This inquiry resulted in an official investigation from the
United States General Accounting Office.2
Five years after the Warren County demonstrations, the
United Church of Christ Commission for Racial Justice (CRJ) released a report on hazardous waste facilities, which strongly sug-3
gested the influence of racial discrimination in siting decisions.
In addition to presenting novel findings on the disproportionate
numbers of racial minorities living near hazardous waste facilities,
Dr. Benjamin Chavis, then Executive Director of the CRJ, also
coined the term "environmental racism" to describe the overall
problem. In the years that have followed, numerous other studies
have attempted to confirm the correlation between race and the
location of LULUs. In the meantime, environmental justice has
slowly gained importance on political agendas.
Nearly twenty years after the Warren County incident and
CRJ report, the environmental justice movement has expanded its
coverage to more than the siting of hazardous waste facilities.
Currently, the movement seeks to address a variety of discriminatory practices in such areas as environmental policy-making; enforcement of regulations and statutes; siting of
toxic waste disposal facilities, municipal landfills, incinerators and
other polluting industries in minority communities; exclusion of
minority communities in environmental activism groups, decisionmaking processes, and regulatory bodies; lead poisoning; distribution of air pollution; occupational health and safety incidents; contaminated fish consumption; cleanup of Superfund sites; and risk
assessment studies.4

Although this paper focuses on the third issue of racial
discrimination in LULU sitings, it should be evident that environ2

U.S. General Accounting Office, SITING OF HAZARDOUS WASTE LANDFILLS AND

THEIR CORRELATION WITH RACIAL AND ECONOMIC STATUS OF SURROUNDING COMMUNITIES
(1983).
3
Commission for Racial Justice, United Church of Christ, Toxic WASTES AND RACE
IN THE UNITED STATES: A NATIONAL REPORT ON THE RACIAL AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC
CHARACTERISTICS OF COMMUNITIES wrH HAZARDOUS WASTE SITES (Public Data Access,
Inc., 1987).4
Knorr, supra note 1, at 74-75.; see also Robert R.M. Verchick, The Commerce
Clause, Environmental Justice, and the Interstate Garbage Wars, 70 S. CAL. L. REv. 1239,

1290 (1997).
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mental justice encompasses a wide variety of problems and potentially reaches the actions of countless private and public entities.
Moreover, the movement has elicited the concern of more than the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). To date, several federal
agencies, including the Department of Labor and the Housing and
Urban Development Department, have implemented written environmental justice strategies. Thus, environmental justice will undoubtedly remain a prominent issue within law and politics.
B. Problems Associated with LULUs
1. Health Risks
The presence of LULUs may create serious health problems associated with particulate pollution, emissions, and hazardous waste. For example, areas with facilities that release even
moderate amounts of particulate matter into the atmosphere have
been shown to have hospitalization rates for asthma and bronchitis
of nearly 200% of neighboring communities without such facilities. 5 Exposure to particulate pollution may also lead to grave
problems such as sudden infant death syndrome and premature
death among the elderly and other vulnerable immuno-suppressed
populations.6 Pollution caused by gaseous emissions also poses
life-threatening risks, such as an increased incidence of chronic
areas
bronchitis, respiratory illnesses, and premature death.7 In
with hazardous waste facilities, residents have exhibited significantly higher risks of cancer, birth defects, lung diseases, kidney
disorders, liver problems, bone marrow diseases, and damage to
immune and nervous systems. 8 For example, exposure to one
nanogram of hexavalent chromium per cubic meter of air may increase the number of cancer cases by one hundred and fifty per

5See Charles P. Lord, Environmental Justice Law and the Challenges Facing Urban
Communities, 14 VA. ENVTL. L.J. 721, 725-730 (1995) (comparing public health risks in Roxbury, Massachusetts to Boston, Massachusettes).
'See, e.g.. New Global Climate Change Study Predicts Immediate Health Impacts,

Alarms Physicians, U.S. NEWSWIRE, Nov. 10, 1997 (citing findings of 1997 study by Physicians for Social Responsibility and the Environmental Working Group).
7

See, e.g., Life a Hazard to Clothes and Lungs, GLOBE & MAIL (Toronto, Can.),

Dec. 14, 1998 at Al7 (citing 1995 statistics from the World Bank).
SSee, e.g., Dominique R. Shelton, The Prevalent Exposure of Low Income and Minority Communities to Hazardous Waste: The Problem and How to Fix It, 32 BEVERLY HILLS
B. Ass'N J. 1,3-6 (discussing health risks created by 1) Injuries caused by unknown hazardous
materials waste sites; 2) Industrial accidents; 3) Chronic exposure to low-level emissions of
hazardous materials; and 4) Exposure to multiple sources of hazardous materials).
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one million people. 9 In addition, children with blood lead levels
exceeding six micrograms per deciliter exhibit significantly
learning
greater chances of developing neurological disorders,
10
disabilities and damage to their nervous systems.
2. Increased Criminal Activity
LULUs may exacerbate crime rates within minority
neighborhoods. Hazardous waste facilities, in particular, prevent
productive and recreational uses of the surrounding open spaces.
The resulting vacant lots often attract criminal activity because
they provide cover for illegal behavior and are poorly monitored."
In addition, the benefits of a polluting facility tend to be
enjoyed by the middle classes rather than the lower classes, because positions created by such industries often require technical
experience. Therefore, the promises of job creation are frequently
unrealized among the poorest classes who lack the necessary skills
and education. In effect, the presence of LULUs deepens social
inequities, thereby fostering criminal activity among the lower
classes. Accordingly, it is argued that if a regional economic infrastructure cannot use the secondary economic benefits associated
with construction and employment from a facility, then criminal
networks will divert these monies to create2 secondary economic
burdens such as increased drug trafficking.'
3. Reduced Property Values
The presence of a LULU reduces property values of surrounding homes and buildings. For example, trash generated from
hazardous waste facilities and other polluting entities attract vermin and create unpleasant odors, sights, and sounds. Such effects
eliminate a community's limited aesthetic resources and often
constitute legal nuisances.1 3 Additionally, certain forms of pollution cause geological and structural problems, which in turn affect
housing investment trends. In particular, the difficulty of obtaining financing and the costs associated with meeting health regula'Richard Holquin, Miscarriages Arouse Fears of Toxics Near Bell Gardens Plating
Plants, LOS ANGELES TIMES March 3, 1988, availableat 1998 WL 2289713.
"OSeeId. at 3 (citing Janet Phoenix, Getting the Lead Out of the Community,
CONRoNTNG ENVIRONMENTAL RACtSM 77, 78-79 (Robert D. Bullard ed., 1993)).

"See Lord, supra note 5 at 723-24.
"Daniel C. Wigley & Kristin S. Shrader-Frechette, Environmental Racism and
Biased Methods of Risk Assessment, 7 RISK 55, 80-81 (1996).
"See, e.g., Lord, supra note 5, at 723.
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tions in polluted areas can increase the rate at which these services
are capitalized. Alan Reichert suggests that the overall effect is to
reduce the market value of the affected properties:
In an efficient market, potential home buyers
and real estate investors use all available information to estimate the likely decline in the values of these housing services and any potential
increase in investment risk. The purchase price
will then be discounted accordingly. When
negative news, such as a major toxic leak is announced, the market reaction may take several
different forms. First, there may be a temporary
liquidity effect as sellers are reluctant to adjust
their price expectations downward immediately
and as potential buyers attempt to assess the
probable long-term impact on market value.
Consequently, the market will become less liquid as evidenced by a significant reduction in
the volume of sales transactions and a noticeable increase in average "days on the market."
Second, a permanent reduction in property values may take place once the market reestablishes a new equilibrium that fully reflects the
and/or inreduced flow of housing
4 services
creased investment risk.'
Moreover, as wealthier white residents move out of these
deteriorating cities, the resulting minority populations. in such
communities increase significantly. In addition, the lowered property values attract other indigent minorities, who cannot obtain
affordable housing elsewhere. The resulting neighborhood is
more heavily concentrated with minority residents, thereby further
reducing property values because white homeowners generally
avoid relocating into minority communities out of fear and prejudice.' 5
"4 Alan K. Reichert, Impact of a Toxic

Waste Superfund Site on Property Values, 65

APPRAISAL J. 381 (Oct. t997), http://weblinks2.epnet.com/delivery.asp?tb--&_ugdbs+2+ln+e
n-us+sid+D8 (last visited Dec. 20, 2002).
'sDOUGLAS S. MASSEY & NANCY A. DENTON, AMERICAN APARTHEID:
SEGREGATION AND THE MAKING OF THE UNDERCLASS 94 (1994) (discussing white apprehensions about moving into communities largely populated by African Americans). For a related
argument on the effect of LULUs in creating poor, racialized communities, see, e.g., Vicki
Been & Francis Gupta, Coming to the Nuisance or Going to the Barrios? A Longitudinal
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C. Benefits Associated With Lulus
1. Job Creation
Although LULUs create problems for a community in
terms of public health, crime, and decreased property values, they
may also effectuate benefits for minorities. In particular, a new
plant creates potential job opportunities for residents, thereby alleviating unemployment and fostering economic growth.16
However, some minorities have argued that the potential
for LULUs to create jobs is exaggerated. For example, many industries continue to administer discriminatory hiring and promotion practices, so that even plants located in predominantly minority neighborhoods remain comprised of white employees. In addition, certain manufacturing positions require job skills which local
minorities may not possess. Thus, plants which do not invest
funds into implementing training programs for local residents often fail to provide positions for minorities.
2. Economic Revitalization of"Brownfields."
Second, the presence of certain types of LULUs may attract other businesses to relocate into minority communities,
thereby fostering economic revitalization of otherwise deteriorating urban communities and abandoned industrial properties known
as "brownfields." These properties, numbering over 500,000 nationwide by some estimates,' are often underutilized because of
perceived environmental risks as well as political pressures to locate industries in pristine areas alternatively dubbed as
"greenfields." Although environmental justice proponents seek to
distribute environmental burdens equally among racial groups,
relocation of industries into greenfields, often populated by nonminorities, may actually harm minorities.
In particular, minorities may suffer life-threatening consequences from more immediate and tangible problems such as malnutrition, rather than pollution, if environmental justice initiatives
JusticeClaims, 24 ECOL. L.Q. I (1997).
Analysis of Environmental
16Cf. Green Racism, WASH. TIMES, Aug. 7, 1998, at Al8 (noting that environmental
justice initiatives may defeat attempts by minorities to attract businesses for job creation);
Roger H. Bezdek, The Net Impact of Environmental Protection on Jobs and the Economy,
ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE: ISSUES, POLICIES, AND SOLUTIONS (Bunyan Bryant ed., 1995)

(arguing generally that environmental justice initiatives can create long-term economic benefits,
including employment for minorities).
"See Robert I. McMurry, Brownfields, SBO6 ALI-ABA 621,624 (1996).
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continue to keep new industries out of brownfields.18 That is, the
dubious environmental risks posed by new industries are outweighed by the economic booms promised by redevelopment.
Additionally, development of greenfields inevitably leaves brownfields unrestored. The forgotten environmental problems posed by
deteriorating brownfields, if left unaddressed, may lead to exacerbated degradation of the environment. Moreover, if greenfields
are chosen over brownfields for development, urban sprawl, with
its attendant transportation and air pollution, is exacerbated.' 9 As
a result, tax bases in cities are further degraded.20 Therefore, location of certain industries into brownfields may be environmentally and economically necessary for minority residents.
D. The Shintech Incident
Currently, several minority communities have found themselves contending against the EPA for the siting of LULUs. For
example, officials in Columbus County, North Carolina recently
argued for construction of a landfill on the grounds that it would
create jobs and save taxpayers money. 21 Detroit officials, headed
by African American Mayor Dennis Archer, continue to battle
against the EPA in seeking to revitalize their predominantly African American inner city. 2 Finally, several African American political leaders, including St. Louis Mayor Clarence Harmon, have
decried the EPA's environmental justice initiatives on general
grounds, stating that the EPA will frustrate much needed efforts to
revitalize minority-concentrated inner cities.23
Louisiana's St. James Parish, however, provides perhaps
the most widely known example. In 1997, Shintech Corporation
instituted efforts to locate a $700 million PVC2 4 plant in the pre-

"$See Henry Payne, Green Redlining, 30 REASON (Oct. 1, 1998).
19Md.
t

' McMurry, supra note 17, at 625.
21See, e.g., Public Utilities at Issue in Elections, MORNING STAR, Oct. 30, 1998, at

2B.

22See, e.g., David Warner & James Worsham, The EPA 's New Reach, NATION'S
BUS., Oct. 1, 1998, at 12; EPA Bungling Leaves 'EnvironmentalJustice'Elusive,USA TODAY,
July 20, 1998, at 14A.

' 3See, e.g., Henry Payne, 'EnvironmentalJustice' Policy Puts EPA. Localities at

Odds, Press-Enterprise (Riverside, Ca.), Oct. 25, 1998, at A3.

2"PVC stands for polyvinyl chloride, a commonly used plastic. Plants which use
chlorine may create harmful byproducts such as dioxin, which allegedly poses serious toxic
risks. However, recent scientific studies have concluded that there is insufficient evidence to
show that PVC plants in fact produce dioxin and that dioxin and chlorine are toxic threats.
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25
dominantly African American, impoverished rural community.
David Wise, Plant Manager for the new Shintech site, repeatedly
stated that the company selected the rural, 3,700-acre site not because its residents were African Americans but because of its
proximity to raw materials, i.e., a salt dome, its deep water access,
and the area's industrial infrastructure. 26 Richard Mason, Controller at Shintech's headquarters, also attested that the area was chosen for its access to rail27 lines, electricity, and natural gas and for
its open, remote spaces.
Moreover, Shintech's proposed PVC plant would not pose
any proven health risks. For example, the plant would emit about
30-50% of its allowed 190 tons of pollutants each year.2" In addition, over two thirds of its emissions would come from methanol,
which is a non-carcinogen long recognized as a clean alternative
fuel. 29 However, the presence of several polluting industries in the
area and their existing levels of emissions complicated Shintech's
own clean proposals.
Shintech promised to invest $500,000 into local job training and to hire 50% of its construction workers from the local
area, which has an unemployment rate nearly double that of the
national average. 30 Current statistics indicate that 18% of the
area's African Americans are unemployed; in addition, many are
required to travel outside of the county to hold manufacturing
jobs.3' Moreover, the positions created by Shintech would pay an
hourly rate of $12 plus benefits, compared to the $6 wage with no
benefits offered for labor positions in sugar cane plantations,
which are held by a significant number of African American lofunnel $5.8
cals. 32 In addition to creating jobs, the plant would
33
million into local schools under a construction tax.
Wise spent months in the surrounding neighborhoods near
the proposed site discussing concerns with residents and sponsoring trips for African American residents to visit Shintech's PVC
plant in Freeport, Texas, a prosperous community with a 97%

25See, e.g., Payne, supra note 18.
261d.
"See Margaret Kriz, The Color of Poison, 30 NATL. J. 1610 (July 1998).

28Id.

21d
30See, e.g., Kriz, supra note 27, at 1608 (discussing Shintech's claim to create jobs
for residents and local community reactions); Henry Payne, Planting Prosperity or Sowing
Racism? EPA Policy that Bars Polluting Plants from Minority Communities Comes Under
Attack, PITT. POsT-GAZETTE, June 15, 1998, at A9.
3'See Payne, supra note 18.
321d.
33Id
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white population.34 As a result, the majority of African Americans
in St. James Parish supported Shintech's bid to relocate into their
community. Six of the seven county council members, most of
whom were African American, voted for the facility. The predominantly African American St. James Citizens Coalition, which
met extensively with Shintech officials, also supported the efforts
to locate the plant in their community. In addition, Shintech's
efforts attracted the endorsement of minority organizations such as
the National Association of Black County Officials, the Louisiana
chapter of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, and the National Black Chamber of Commerce.35
Although the plant would create over 250 jobs and 700 associated construction positions and had passed all environmental
standards, Shintech eventually backed down in its efforts upon
significant challenges from private environmental groups. Ultimately, Shintech announced plans to locate its plant in Plaquemine
instead, a predominantly white neighborhood.3 ' African American
members of the St. James Citizens Coalition expressed strong disappointment at the EPA's actions, noting that Shintech's withdrawal would effect a great loss of economic development. 37 Several members also voiced sentiments on being disenfranchised by
the EPA, who blatantly ignored the community's articulated
needs.38
In summary, St. James Parish provides an example of the
increasing number of minority communities that face obstacles
from the EPA and private environmental organizations as they
attempt to improve their own communities. The support of the
plant by minorities themselves was ultimately unable to overcome
accusations of racism by private environmental groups, which are
traditionally staffed predominantly by middle and upper class
whites. By framing the issue as a simplistic choice between the
environment and money, environmental justice proponents may
continue to deter corporations such as Shintech from investing in
minority communities.
Id.
"Id.
36See, e.g., Payne, supra note 23.
371d.
3$See Payne, supra note 18 (quoting African American Activists, Janice Dickerson:
"The EPA is empowering special interests to make decisions that are against community interests" and Gladys Maddie: "What this community wants is being ignored" ). Payne also discusses the lack of African American viewpoints in the media coverage surrounding the Shintech
incident and concludes that the media unfairly portrayed African Americans as victims of the
plant.
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II. ANALYSIS OF ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE RESEARCH
The first issue to resolve in discussing environmental jus-

tice is whether the studies relied upon by environmental justice
proponents in fact provide a reasonable basis to conclude that polluting entities disproportionately and intentionally affect minority
communities. Subsection A presents a comprehensive overview of
the prominent studies cited by environmental justice advocates
and Subsection B summarizes the contrary studies. Subsection C
concludes that given the research available, it appears that market
factors are probably more influential on LULU siting decisions
than intentional racism.
A. Studies Showing Discrimination
1. 1983 Bullard Study
In 1983, sociologist Robert Bullard at the University of
California at Riverside published the first study to correlate race
with siting of LULUs 9 Bullard used research collected over a
period of four years and found that the majority of landfills and
incinerators in Houston, Texas were located in African American
communities. 4° Although African Americans comprised only 28%
of the city's population, 21 of the 25 incinerators and landfills
were located in neighborhoods which were predominantly black.4
Bullard concluded that racist siting decisions resulted in making
African American communities the "dumping grounds for the
city's household garbage. 4 In addition, Bullard testified about
his findings on behalf of a community organization in an attempt
to enjoin the construction of an additional solid waste landfill in
an African American neighborhood. However, Bullard's testimony failed to persuade both the court and the general public of
the reality and urgency of environmental racism.
2. 1983 General Accounting Office Report

9'homas Lambert and Christopher Boener, Environmental Inequity: Economic
Causes Economic Solutions, 14 YALE J.ON REG. 195, 198 (1997) (discussing Robert D. Bul-

lard, Solid Waste Sites and the Black Houston Community, 53 Soc. INQUIRY 273 (1983)).
4Id. at 198.
41
id.
42
Boemer, supra note 39, at 198.
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Shortly after the Bullard study, the United States General
Accounting Office (GAO) released its first report concerning environmental justice in response to the Warren County demonstrations.43 The study found that three out of the four commercial
hazardous waste landfills studied in EPA Region IV were located
in predominantly black communities, although African Americans
only comprised 20% of the population. 44 In addition, over one
fourth of the population in all four communities had incomes below the poverty level. 45 However, due to its limited scope, the
GAO report served mainly as a catalyst for further research.
3. 1987 and 1994 Commission for Racial Justice Studies
In 1987, the United Church of Christ Commission for Racial Justice released perhaps the most influential study for environmental justice proponents to date.46 A second study, bolstering
the results of the first, was released in 1994. 47 Both studies suggested that LULU siting decisions had intentionally been made by
racist elites at the expense of those who have the least societal
power.
In particular, the studies found that in the 35,749 zip code
regions surveyed, race was the single most significant factor in the
location of 415 commercial hazardous waste facilities, even when
adjusting the statistics for income. 4 The percentage of minorities
in areas with at least one polluting facility was nearly twice that of
areas without facilities.49 In addition, the percentage of minorities
increased proportionally as the number or noxiousness of facilities
in a neighborhood increased. 50 Finally, the 1987 study indicated
that 60% of all African Americans in the United States lived in
communities with one or more abandoned, uncontrolled toxic

13U.S. General Accounting Office, supra note 2.
"Id.
451d.
"Commission for Racial Justice, supra note 3.
7
Vicki Been & Francis Gupta, Coming to the Nuisance or Going to the Barrios? A
Longitudinal Analysis of Environmental Justice Claims, 24 ECOL. L.Q. 1, 5 (1997) (discussing
Benjamin A. Goldman and Laura Fitton, Toxic WASTES AND RACE REVISITED: AN UPDATE OF

THE 1987 REPORT ON THE RACIAL AND SOCIOECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF COMMUNmIES
WITH HAZARDOUS WASTE SITES (1994)).

"Id.
4"Benjamin A. Goldman and Laura Fitton, TOXIC WASTES AND RACE REVISrTED: AN
UPDATE OF THE 1987 REPORT ON THE RACIAL AND SOCIOECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF
COMMUNmTIES WITH HAZARDOUS WASTE SirEs (1994).
"Id.
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waste sites.
4. 1990 Greenpeace Study
In 1990, Greenpeace released a report on hazardous waste
incinerators in the United States.52 The study made the following
findings: 1) Communities with existing hazardous waste incinerators were 89% higher in minority populations than the national
average; 2) Communities where incinerators were proposed had
minority populations 60% higher than the national average; 3) The
average income of communities with hazardous waste incinerators
was 15% lower than the national average; 4) The average income
of communities where incinerators were proposed was 17% lower
than the national average; 5) Property values in communities with
existing incinerators had property values that were 38% lower than
the national average; and 6) Property values in communities with
proposed incinerators had property values that were 35% lower
than the national average.53
5. 1992 National Law Journal Report
In 1992, a study from the National Law Journal concluded
that environmental laws were more stringently enforced in predominantly white areas as compared to minority communities.54
In particular, the report indicated that uncontrolled hazardous
waste sites located near minority or low-income communities were
cleaned up at a slower rate than hazardous waste sites in white
areas. 55 In addition, remedies chosen for minority sites were56not as
protective of human health as those selected for white sites.
6. 1993 Louisiana Advisory Committee Study
In 1993, the Louisiana Advisory Committee to the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights issued a lengthy report concluding

51Been, supra note 47, at 21.
"2Rodolfo Mata, Environmental Equity, The Next Generation of Facility Siting
Programs, 16 CICANo-LATINO L. REV. 1, 1 n.2 (1995) (discussing Pat Costner and Joe Thornton, PLAYING WrTH FtRE: HAZARDOUS WASTE INCINERATION (A GREENPEACE REPORT) 48-49

(1990)).
531d.
5'Marianne Lavelle & Marcia A. Coyle, Unequal Protection: The Racial Divide In
EnvironmentalLaw, A Special Investigation, NATL. LAW J., Sept. 21, 1992 at S2.
"See id.

" See id.
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that minority and poor communities in the state, particularly in the
Mississippi River industrial corridor, were disproportionately impacted by industrial pollution. 7 The committee recommended,
among other measures, that the EPA employ the provisions of the
Civil Rights Act to enforce environmental equity issues. However, at least one member on the committee, John Baker, Jr., disagreed with the results of the study and attached an official dissenting opinion with the report.
7. 1995 Sadd-Boer Study
Most recently, Professors James Sadd and Thomas Boer
conducted a survey on treatment, storage, and disposal facilities
for toxic materials (TSDFs) in Los Angeles County.58 Sadd and
Boer found that racial minorities were three times more likely to
live within one-half mile of a TSDF than whites, and that race was
the single most important factor.59 In addition, Sadd and Boer
controlled for income and found that between two communities of
equal economic standing and equal percentages of industrial activity, the community with a higher percentage of Hispanic or African Americans had a significantly greater chance of having a
TSDF.60
B. Studies Showing Absence Of Discrimination
1. 1992 EPA Studies
On the other hand, several authors have proposed that siting decisions are more the product of market and other nondiscriminatory forces than intentional racism. For example, two
"See Vicki Ferstel, IndustrialLocations Fuel Fire of Environmental Justice Issue,
BATON ROUGE ADVOC., June 21, 1998, at I A.
5sJoel Thomas Boer & James L Sadd, In Whose Back Yard? The Demography of
Populations Proximate to Hazardous Waste Facilities in Los Angeles County, 5 ENVTL. L.

NEWS 10 (Spring 1996); see also Susan Moffat, Minorities Found More Likely to Live Near
Toxic Site, L.A. TIMES, Aug. 30,1995, at B3.

591d.
6HId
61

See, e.g., CHRISTOPHER H. FOREMAN, The PROMISE AND PERIL OF
ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE (1998); Daniel Kevin, "EnvironmentalRacism" and Locally Undesirable Land Uses: A Critique of Environmental Justice Theories and Remedies, 8 VILL.
ENVTL. L.J. 121 (1997); Lynn E. Blais, Environmental Racism Reconsidered, 75 N.C. L. REV.
75 (Nov. 1996); Seth D. Jaffe, Market Perspectives: The Market's Response to Environmental
Inequity: We Have the Solution; What's the Problem?, 14 VA. ENVTL. L.J. 655 (1995); Vicki
Been, Locally UndesirableLand Uses in Minority Neighborhoods: DisproportionateSiting or
Market Dynamics, 103 YALE L.J. 1383 (1984).
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internal studies conducted by the EPA in response to the 1992
article published in the National Law Journal which have since
been concealed, are particularly damaging to its own claims of
environmental racism. 62 In both reports, the EPA's extensive survey of 1,234 Superfund sites showed no evidence of disparate impact on minorities. 63 To the contrary, the studies found that middle class whites were more exposed to toxic sites than any other
population.64 For example, in EPA Region V, which includes the
heavily industrialized "Rust Belt," the EPA found that all minorities were under-represented in areas surrounding Superfund sites. 6
2. 1994 University of Massachusetts Study
Douglas Anderton, of the Social and Demographic Research Institute at the University of Massachusetts, suggested in a
1994 report that studies relied upon by environmental justice advocates were methodologically flawed.66 Instead, Anderton's
study used different variables to bring about more accurate results.
For example, Anderton used a one and a half mile radius rather
than the four-mile radius used by the Commission for Racial Justice, as a measurement for proximity to a hazardous waste facility. 67 Unlike the CRJ studies, Anderton also did not rely on zip
codes as the primary unit for research. Anderton argued that because zip codes often cover large areas, they mask demographic
differences among smaller units within the same zip code.68 For
example, a zip code covering a largely white, rural area may have
a small region that is predominantly inhabited by minorities.
Thus, Anderton used smaller geographical units based on census
data.
Anderton's study found no statistically significant difference between the percentage of minorities living in neighborhoods
with commercial hazardous waste facilities and the percentage of
minorities in areas without such facilities. 69 Instead, hazardous
62

See, e.g., David Mastio, EPA Keeps Documents Secret: They Contradict New

NEWS, July 17, 1998, at Al.
Agency Policy
63 on Environmental Justice,DET.
1d.
"Id.

"Id.

"Daniel Krevin, Environmental Racism and Locally Undesirable Land Uses: A
Critique of EnvironmentalJustice Theories and Remedies, 8 VILL. ENVTL. L. J.121, 133 (1997)
(discussing Douglas Anderton et al., Hazardous Waste Facilities: "Environmental Equity"
Issues in Metropolitan Areas, 18 EVALUATION REv. 123 (1994)).
671d.
69Id.

69Id.
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waste facilities were more likely to be located in industrialized
areas predominantly populated by middle class whites.70 Thus,
Anderton's team concluded that there was no correlation between
race and the siting of LULUs.
3. 1995 General Accounting Office Study
A 1995 study from the GAO concluded that minorities and
low-income residents were not disproportionately represented near
the 295 solid waste landfills studied, thereby contradicting their
initial report in 1983. 71 The report also indicated that demographic studies from the EPA, academics, industry insiders, and
public interest groups, yielded inconsistent results on whether
minorities were more likely to live near hazardous waste sites.72
Finally, the GAO noted that the proximity to a hazardous waste
73
facility did not necessarily correlate with potential health risks.
4. 1995 Been Study
After the Anderton study was released, Professor Vicki
Been published an evaluative report comparing the research performed at the University of Massachusetts with the data originally
published by the CRJ.7 Been first refined the findings in both the
CRJ and the Social and Demographic Research Institute (SADRI)
studies by cross-checking sources and comparing databases to real
facilities. Second, Been critically subjected the demographic data
to rigorous and extensive statistical analyses. Finally, Been concluded:
[E]nvironmental injustice is not a simplistic
PIBBY - 'put it in Black's backyards.' It suggests, instead, a much more ambiguous and
complicated entanglement of class, race, educational attainment, occupational patterns, relationships between the metropolitan areas and rural or non-metropolitan cities, and possibly

7

Id ,

71See Environmental Justice: Recent Developments in the News, 25 ENVTL. L. REP.

10572 (Oct. 1995).
"id, at 10572.
7'1d. at 10573.
"4See generally Vicki Been, Analyzing Evidence of Environmental Justice, 11 J.
LAND USE & ENVTL L. I (1995).
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7
market dynamics. 1

5. 1997 Boerner and Lambert Study
Christopher Boerner and Thomas Lambert suggested in a
1997 study on industrial and waste sites in St. Louis that siting
decisions were motivated by nondiscriminatory considerations,
such as zoning laws, labor markets, transportation, real estate
costs, and other economic factors that naturally allocate LULUs to
poorer communities. 76 For example, although areas around LULUs in St. Louis were predominantly populated by minorities,
many of the areas were largely white when siting decisions were
made.77

6. 1998 Foreman Study
In a recently published volume, Christopher H. Foreman of
the Brookings Institute undermines the claim that environmental
exposures cause increased illness rates by suggesting that illnesses
may be caused or exacerbated by social behavior within minority
communities, such as cigarette smoking and poor nutrition.
Therefore, Foreman contends that causally linking the increased
of certain diseases to pollution from nearby LULUs is
occurrence
79
tenuous.

Moreover, Foreman asserts that poverty, unemployment,
malnutrition, and other problems pose more dangerous risks to
minority communities than industrial pollution and claims that the
current environmental justice movement diverts necessary attention from these issues.'O Finally, Foreman concludes that claims
7

'1d. at 21.
'Boerner, supra note 39, at 200-03.
771d.
at 205.
7"Foreman, supra note 61.
79Internight Analysis: Lawsuit Brought Against Chevron by the Residents of Kennedy Heights in Houston and the Issue of Environmental Racism (MSNBC broadcast, Aug. 7,
1997) (available at 1997 WL 10274353) "The fact of the matter is that most clusters mean
nothing. In the realm of infectious disease, clusters may mean something. They often do in the
realm of occupational-related or workplace-related exposures, but when we're talking about
general environmental exposures and chronic disease like lupus and cancer, the fact of the
matter is that clusters occur at random or as an artifact of the way you count." Foreman, supra
7

note 61.

' 5lnternight Analysis: Lawsuit Brought Against Chevron by the Residents of Kennedy Heights in Houston and the Issue of Environmental Racism (MSNBC broadcast, Aug. 7,
1997) (available at 1997 WL 10274353) "There is a very significant downside because we
know that there are important causes -- preventable causes of disease and death in this country
that disproportionately affect communities of color and people of color. And this kind of mobi-
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brought under Title VI tend to racialize siting and permitting decisions, which instead are actually driven by neutral factors.8
7. 1998 Scripps Howard News Service Study
A Scripps Howard News Service study, conducted in response to events surrounding the Shintech bid, recently concluded
that out of the 13 industrial states surveyed, there was insufficient
evidence to show a disproportionate impact on minorities.8 2 For
example, Louisiana, which has a 31% African American population, has only 18% of its industrial plants located in predominantly African American areas.83
8. 1998 Huebner Study
Finally, a study performed by economist Stephen Huebner
of Washington University in early 1998 concluded that "the evidence relied on by environmental justice advocates is flawed...
In particular, the dynamics of the housing market prove a plausible
alternative explanation for the disparities observed in the current
location of industrial facilities. Recent evidence indicates that minority and poor populations tend to locate near industrial facilities
after' 84the facilities are located, possibly due to lower property values.

C. Analysis Of Conflicting Studies
In examining studies relied upon by both advocates and
opponents of environmental justice, a central issue emerges: Does
economics or race control LULU siting decisions? It appears that
market factors, which may ultimately be linked to deeper racist
problems, are more influential on corporate siting decision-making
than intentional racism.
First, most of the studies relied upon by environmental justice advocates have been undermined or discredited. For example,
the 1983 GAO study was superseded by a more comprehensive
lization around ephemeral and unprovable kinds of general environmental alleged risks is going
to do nothing but distract our attention away from the real big picture, which includes tobacco
control and asthma management and lead poisoning in children and all the things that are verifiable." Foreman, supra note 61.
S1id.
2

8 See Payne, supranote 18.
631d.
"See id.
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study which contradicted the earlier findings. In addition, the
highly influential CRJ studies were also undermined by studies
performed by Anderton and Been, who both honed the precision of
research methods and reached results opposite to the claims of the
CRJ.
The earlier studies, relied upon by environmental justice
proponents, were themselves too limited in scope to derive strong
conclusions. With the exception of the CR1 and Greenpeace studies, all of the reports were confined to narrow geographic areas,
rendering any predictions on a national level inherently suspect.
Thus, the recent wave of more methodologically rigorous statistical analyses demonstrates that race-neutral demographic factors
may be more significant predictors of the placement of LULUs
than race alone.
Moreover, corporations generally make decisions based on
economic motivations. Until corporate social responsibility principles are required by law, most businesses will act primarily to
further the central goal of profit maximization. Thus, it is more
realistic to conclude that siting decisions are affected by the availability of cheap labor, tax incentives, and other race-neutral economic factors. As expected, recent studies indicate that the most
important factors in siting decisions are, in order of importance: 1)
labor costs; 2) highway accessibility; 3) occupancy or construction
labor; and 5) availability of telecosts; 4) availability of skilled
85
communications services.
In addition, because indigent populations generally lack
sufficient political power to challenge LULU siting decisions and
are under-represented on the governing bodies that make siting
decisions, corporations expect to spend less on fighting opposition
from such communities. Thus, it appears that corporations benefit
from locating LULUs in poor communities rather than in minority
communities per se. However, because minorities are disproportionately represented among the poor, such decisions naturally
harm racial minorities more than non-minorities.
III. NORMATIVE ARGUMENTS ON THE ROLE OF MINORITY
ECONOMIC INTERESTS

The second issue is whether and to what degree economic
"John Taylor & Chris Olson, Bringing Jobs to Nebraska: Companies Cite Low
Labor Costs, Strong Work Ethic as Key Factors, OMAHA WORLD-HERALD, May 17, 1998, at
IM (citing survey performed by Area Development Magazine in December 1997).
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interests, i.e., job creation and economic revitalization, should be
considered in environmental decisionmaking. It may be neither
feasible nor desirable to allow economic motivations to par with
environmental concerns. In particular, this section will examine
arguments for and against government control over siting decisions. At one end of the spectrum, Eleanor N. Metzger argues that
giving minority communities decisionmaking power provides certain benefits and paternalistic legislation is required as a necessary
interim approach. 6 In particular, Metzger contends that minorities
lack the time, education, and resources to make informed decisions about the environment and to challenge potentially harmful
actions by private developers.87 Moreover, Metzger argues that
LULU siting decisions bear grave and permanent consequences on
the physical environment and public health, thereby requiring immediate remedial action. 88 Because Metzger regards minority
communities as presently unable to achieve efficacious solutions
on their own, non-minority government officials should make decisions on their behalf.
In contrast, others argue that minorities should be afforded
the ultimate authority in environmental decisions that affect their
communities. 89 For example, Ken Geiser and Gerry Waneck argue
that community action is the only source of real solutions. 90 Similarly, Regina Austin and Michael Schill contend that empowering
minority communities should be a fundamental goal for environmental solutions.9' Such views reveal earnest confidence in the
ability of minority communities to reach competent and wellconsidered decisions that affect their lives.
Those who argue that minorities should retain ultimate decisionmaking authority often do so using democratic principles. 92

"See generally Eleanor N. Metzger, Driving the Environmental Justice Movement

Forward: The
7 Need for a Paternalistic Approach, 45 CASE W. REs. L. REv. 379 (1994).
1d. at 385.
"Id. at 395.

"See generally, Anne K. No, Environmental Justice: Concentration on Education
and PublicParticipation as an Alternative Solution to Legislation, 20 WM. & MARY ENVTL. L.

& POL'Y REv. 373, 400 (Summer 1996) (noting that community participation is the most efficient and appropriate solution to disproportionate siting); James S. Freeman & Rachel D. Godsil, The Question of Risk: Incorporating Community Perceptions into Environmental Risk

Assessments, 21 FoRDHAM URB. L.J. 547 (1994) (arguing that public perceptions of risk should
be given as much deference as expert assessments in the siting process).
9°KEN GEIsER & GERRY WANECK, PCBs and Warren County, in UNEQUAL
PROTECTION 43, 48 (Robert D. Bullard, ed. 1994).
9Regina Austin & Michael Schill, Black Brown, Poor & Poisoned: Minority
Grassroots Environmentalism and the Quest for Eco-Justice, KAN. J.L. & PUB. POLY 69, 74

(1991).

92

See Metzger, supra note 86, at 393-94.
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That is, paternalistic legislation is contrary to the American system of democracy because it takes the power away from the people and gives it to political elites. Moreover, the Constitution was
designed to protect one's personal autonomy; paternalistic actions
deprive individuals of the right to direct their own lives. Consistent with this view, several minority leaders have branded the environmental movement "a deliberate attempt by a bigoted and selfish white middle-class society to perpetuate its own values and
protect its own lifestyle at the expense of the poor and the underprivileged. 93
Finally, paternalistic solutions are potentially counterproductive to environmental protection because they reinforce a prevailing sentiment among minorities that they are incapable of effecting social change. Consequently, minority communities will
passively forego opportunities in the future to become informed
about environmental problems associated with new or expanded
industries in their area. This resulting alienation from the political
process experienced by minorities inevitably perpetuates their legal and social marginalization.
In order to allow minorities to retain ultimate decisionmaking authority, legislators must realize that minorities do not always
act upon short-sighted economic interests. In many cases, minority communities have lobbied against LULUs on environmental
grounds. For example, the Congressional Black Caucus and the
NAACP's national office strongly opposed construction of the
Shintech plant. Both organizations recognized the potential for
increased employment but ultimately concluded that an additional
toxic plant would create environmental and health risks which
outweighed any potential economic benefits. Such actions should
illustrate to proponents of Metzger's paternalistic approach that
minorities are capable of giving proper weight to environmental
hazards and of forming reasoned opinions based upon full consideration of the costs and benefits of a LULU siting.
Noah Sachs takes a compromising stance and suggests that
minorities may be routinely denied information by political elites,
rendering them unable to give informed consent to LULU siting
decisions.94 In such cases, then, the government should interfere
93

james N. Smith, The Coming of Age of Environmentalism in American Society,

ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY AND SOCIAL JUSTICE IN URBAN AMERICA I (James N. Smith ed.,
1974).
"Noah Sachs, The Mescalero Apache Indians andMonitored Retrievable Storage of
Spent Nuclear Fuel: A Study in Environmental Ethics, 36 NAT. RESOURCES J. 881, 902-03
(1996).
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to prevent exploitation. Similarly, Sachs suggests that there are
certain cases in which paternalistic government control is necessary to avoid a moral wrong, e.g., imposing serious health risks on
a minority community, despite attractive utilitarian benefits such
as short-term job creation. 95
Sachs' position is the most balanced and satisfying. While
Metzger distrusts minorities to make competent decisions for
themselves, Sachs is confident in their potential to improve their
own communities. In addition, although advocates for complete
minority empowerment are bolstered by sound democratic principles, they fail to recognize that certain decisions between unequal
parties may be inherently problematic. However, Sachs realistically allows for paternalistic solutions in exploitative and immoral
circumstances.
In conclusion, minorities should be given great latitude to
participate in LULU siting decisions. As a prerequisite, communities should be given adequate information on the actual costs and
benefits to accepting a LULU. Corporations considering a particular community as a potential site should arrange to meet with
local citizens' groups, environmental organizations, and public
health agencies to discuss the full implications of a LULU siting.
Risk assessment studies are absolutely necessary for communities
to make informed decisions. Moreover, community organizations,
with the aid of legal counsel, should negotiate for "clawback" provisions -- assurances that a corporation will create a specified
number of jobs or invest a specific amount of money into job
training programs -- to ensure that the economic promises of a
corporation will be realized within the minority community. Corporations should share the costs of conducting risk assessment
studies, retaining legal representation for the community, and providing other informational services such as trips to similar existing
sites, with state and local governments.
Although adequate information should reduce the opportunity for exploitation by a corporation, some paternalistic protections may be necessary. State and local governments should be
allowed to veto a community's vote when the health and environmental risks posed by a LULU rise to a sufficiently probable and
life-threatening level. However, the showing of risk must meet a
relatively demanding standard. For example, risk assessment
studies relied upon by a government or environmental organization should pass rigorous scientific analysis and be corroborated
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by additional, credible evidence. Finally, to minimize the potential for abuse by detached officials who lack understanding on
local needs, local governments should be preferred to state governments in vetoing locally derived decisions.
IV. OVERVIEW OF APPROACHES

This section reviews different methods currently proposed
or enacted to balance the environmental interests of governments
with the economic needs of minority communities. Although judicial approaches have been suggested, the majority of methods to
date have been statutory.
A. "Rebuttable Presumption" Statutes
First, some states have drafted statutory provisions which
accord deference to community interests in siting decisions. For
example, Arkansas has created a presumption against the construction or operation of hazardous waste facilities.96 The presumption
can be rebutted if the community can show that it accepted the
siting of the facilities for incentives such as increased employment
opportunities, contributions by the facility to the community infrastructure, compensation to adjacent individual landowners for any
assessed decrease in property values, or subsidization of community services. 97 The presumption can also be rebutted if the community can show that no other suitable site is available within the
regional solid waste management district because of the restraints
of geology or other factors. 98
However, Sheila Foster observes that the poorest communities have the greatest incentives to accept polluting facilities.
Therefore, unless evidence of incentives are supported by a showing that the minority community was adequately informed of the
potential social and economic hazards involved, the choice to accept a LULU is inherently suspect. 99 Foster suggests that proffers
of employment opportunities and host fees by corporations to minorities may even constitute a form of "environmental black-

6ARK. CODE AmN. § 8-6-1504(a)(1) (Michie 1993).

97

1d.
9"ARK. CODE ANN. § 8-6-1504(b)(2) (Michie 1993).
99
Sheila Foster, Justice from the Ground Up: Distributive Inequities, Grassroots
Resistance, and the TransformativePolitics of the EnvironmentalJusticeMovement, 86 CALIF.
L. REV. 775, 829-30 (1998).
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mail."' 00 Thus, rebuttable presumption statutes may require appropriate safeguards to protect against exploitation.
B. Soft-Criteria Statutes
Second, several states have adopted "soft-criteria" statutes,
which require or allow decisionmakers to give weight to social
and political factors such as the socioeconomic status of the host
community, the community's perceptions regarding the site, the
potential for change in property values, the presence of other facilities in the area, and the cumulative health risks posed by other
sources in the community, when considering whether to issue a
permit for LULUs.' 0 ' However, such statutes were enacted to address minority opposition to LULUs, rather than minority support.
Therefore, it is probably unlikely that a minority community's
interest in alleviating unemployment by accepting a LULU would
be accorded the same weight under a soft-criteria statute.
Foster also argues that soft-criteria statutes are inadequate
because they often fail to provide adequate guidance to administrators regarding how much weight to give such factors in the siting process. 0 2 Frequently, state administrative agencies retain
considerable discretion, allowing for the possibility that technical
assessments will be overemphasized and soft criteria ultimately
ignored in the final decision. Therefore, soft-criteria statutes may
not necessarily allow meaningful participation from minority
communities in practice.
C. Compensation Siting Statutes
Third, several states have incorporated compensation
schemes into their siting statutes. Such provisions create financial
incentives such as tax breaks and compensation for communities
to voluntarily accept siting of LULUs. For example, Arkansas
allows affected communities to either withhold consent to a pro-

"'OId at 830.
"'See, e.g., Ala. Code § 22-30-5.1(d) (1990) (requiring committee to consider "social and economic impacts of the proposed facility on the affected community, including
changes in property values, community perception and other costs"); Ky. Rev. Stat. Ann. §
244.855(l)(c) (Michie 1995) (requiring agency to consider "community perceptions and other
psychic costs"); N.C. Gen. Stat. § 160A-325(a) (1996) (requiring considerations of "socioeconomic and demographic data"); H.B. 2103, 1st Sess. § 7 (Tex. 1997) (requiring consideration of
"cumulative risks," including the combined level of noise, odor, and other impacts).
"'2Foster, supra note 99 at 830.
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posed siting or accept the facility in return for compensation.'0 3
However, some authors have suggested that compensation
siting statutes raise difficult moral and practical questions. ' 04 It
may be ethically questionable whether states should be allowed to
pay off economically disadvantaged minorities, whose communities desperately need funding, to accept LULUs which pose serious health risks. In addition, it is dubious whether such communities indeed accept the dangers of a LULU "voluntarily" and
whether a state is thereby excused from future liability for any and
all injuries created by the presence of a LULU.
Sachs argues that although impoverished and affluent
communities alike weigh the costs and benefits of whether to host
a LULU, the level of compensation at which benefits outweigh
costs is undoubtedly lower for poorer communities. 0 5 Consequently, affluent voters may avoid hosting a hazardous facility
with the artificial confidence that a poor community has freely
chosen to host the facility instead.'0 6 Thus, Sachs concludes that
offsetting localized costs with monetary benefits via compensation
siting statutes leads to a reinforced system of inequity, in which
poor and minority
communities bear the burdens of society's nox07
facilities.
ious
D. Tax Policy
Fourth, Nelson Smith and David Graham argue that tax
policy should be redesigned to encourage corporations to relocate
in urban communities and develop land in ways that will benefit
the minority populations.' °8 For example, corporations could enjoy tax benefits that increase with proportion to the number of
people hired from within the community to ensure that the siting
decision in fact creates jobs for minority residents. In the Shintech case, the corporation sought to take advantage of relocating
into a state-sanctioned "enterprise zone." Louisiana tax policy
would have provided Shintech significant tax benefits for hiring at

03

'104ARK. CODE ANN. § 8-6-1501.

See, e.g., Vicki Been, Compensated Siting Proposals:Is it 7ime to Pay Attention?,
21 Fordham Urb. L. J. 787 (1994); Bradford C. Mank, Environmental Justice and Discriminatory Siting: Risk-Based Representation and Equitable Compensation, 56 OHIO ST. L.J. 329

(1995).
"'See Sachs, supra note 94 at 657.
7

0 Id.

...Nelson Smith & David Graham, Environmental Justice and Underlying Societal
Problems,27 ENVTL. L. REP. 10568, 10569-70 (Nov. 1997).
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least 35% of their labor force from local residents.'0 9
E. Litigation
In addition to legislative approaches, the courts have previously provided access for citizens to bring claims under common
law theories, citizen suit provisions, the Civil Rights Act, and/or
the Equal Protection Clause. However, the Supreme Court's decision in Alexander v. Sandoval"l ° closed the door for private suits
to enforce the EPA's Title VI disparate impact regulations, where
litigants complain of disparate impact, rather than intentional discrimination. Moreover, it has always been somewhat unrealistic
for impoverished minority communities to rely on litigation as an
effective method. First, most disadvantaged minorities do not
have the resources to retain proficient counsel and sustain an entire lawsuit against the well-funded EPA. Second, the elements of
proof may be particularly difficult to meet, given the generally
limited availability of scientific information on toxic or hazardous
exposure injuries."' Finally, even if litigants prevail, they may
not be sufficiently organized to take advantage of the award or
enforce the victory." 2 Therefore, litigation has always presented a
hollow promise for poor minority communities.
Even prior to Sandoval, there have been few environmental
justice cases decided, although numerous claims were filed with
the EPA under its interim guidance on Title VI. Out of the small
number of cases that have been handed down by courts, none have
involved minority litigants seeking to have a LULU located into
their communities. However, a few cases suggest that courts are
not particularly receptive to the economic interests of minority
communities.
In Chester Residents Concerned for Quality Living v.
Sei 13, a local citizens organization sought to challenge the construction of a soil-treatment facility under a disparate impact theory. The plaintiffs argued that the permit-granting process was
racially biased because most treatment plants were located in
Chester, rather than the rest of Delaware County, which is pre-

'09LA. REV. STAT. ANN. § 51:1787 (West 1997).

"0532 U.S. 275 (2001).
"'See Ora Fred Haris, Toxic Tort Litigation and The CausationElement: Is There
Any Hope of2Reconciliation?, 40 SMU L. REV. 909 (1986).
K

See Luke W. Cole, Empowerment as the Key to Environmental Protection: The

Need for Environmental Poverty Law, 9 ECOLOGY L.Q. 619,651-52 (1992).
"13944 F. Supp. 2d 413 (E.D. Pa. 1996).
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dominantly white. In addition, the plaintiffs contended that social
harms such as dust, noise, odor, and traffic congestion would be
created by the plant. However, the only verifiable health risk
found by the EPA was an elevation on lead levels in children. The
Third Circuit reversed the district court's dismissal of the case,
paving the way for minority residents to sue even when there is
only discriminatory effect, not discriminatory intent.1 4 However,
the Supreme Court dismissed the case for mootness and vacated
the Third Circuit's ruling.' 5 The dismissal drew applause from
business organizations such as the National Chamber of Comeconomic oppormerce, which declared that "the cause of creating
' 6
tunities in urban areas won a big victory." "1
In The South Bronx Coalitionfor Clean Air, Inc. v. Conroy' 7, a local environmental group sought to challenge the construction of a solid waste facility under a Title VI disparate impact
theory. The plaintiffs contended that 79% of the residents in the
affected area were Hispanic and African American, compared to
the predominantly white, neighboring Long Island community,
and that the asthma rates there were considerably higher in the
Bronx than in other parts of the nation."18 However, the plaintiffs
failed to provide evidence on the actual volume of waste generated
and disposed in the Bronx versus in Long Island, as well as evidence on concrete environmental and health effects of waste haulthe Title VI claim
age." 9 As a result, the district court dismissed
120
for failure to make a prima facie showing.
The relatively difficult standard for litigants to satisfy in
making disparate impact claims, as shown in Chester and Conroy,
has resulted in environmental justice concerns rarely being found
sufficient to outweigh the potential economic benefits of a LULU.
Moreover, with the Sandoval decision, minority communities that
challenge siting proposals ostensibly may face significant obstacles in convincing courts to enjoin construction.
F. Participation From Private Sector
Fifth, many authors have argued that the private sector
" Chester Residents Concerned for Quality Living v. Seif, 132 F.3d 925 (3d Cir.
1997).

"sSeifv. Chester Residents Concerned for Quality Living, 524 U.S. 974 (1998).
"'6Chamber Wins at Supreme Court, C11. INDEP.BULL., Aug.27, 1998, at5.
"720 F.Supp. 2d 565 (S.D.N.Y. 1998).
at573.
"'Id.
9
111d.
"OId.
at 572.
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should aid local communities in participating in siting decisions.' 21
For example, the Massachusetts Environmental Justice Network
(MEJN) serves as a referral organization that matches poor and
minority communities with environmental attorneys and technical
experts to assist them in negotiating with developers and government regulators. 122 Thus, the support of the MEJN could make
otherwise unrealistic options, such as litigation, possible.
The Alternatives for Community and Environment, Inc.
(ACE), another Massachusetts-based organization, aids local
communities in pressuring developers to consider public health
issues, to lobby state agencies to sponsor and provide public
health research, and to reform decisionmaking processes to invite
greater community participation. 2 3 Although both the MEJN and
ACE focus on empowering minorities to challenge the construction of LULUs in their communities, similar organizations could
be formed to support LULUs against the EPA as well.
V.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, environmental justice proponents should reexamine their assumptions about what is best for minorities and
consider the pressing economic needs of minority communities
alongside health concerns. The future depends upon developing
sustainable communities that balance the needs of residents, industries, and the environment. 24 Because race does not seem to be
the controlling factor in LULU siting decisions, a holistic approach that recognizes the role of market factors and larger structural problems is necessary.
Given the fact that LULUs target poor areas where land,
labor, transportation, and administrative costs are low, the government must address the issue of why minorities remain in impoverished communities. Sociological research indicates that racial minorities continue to face discrimination in housing, thereby
perpetuating the racialization of neighborhoods. Given the addi-

"'See Emily Bazelon, 'Green,' But Nearly All White, WASHi. POST, July 20, 1998, at
B4 (reporting on lack of minority participation in environmental organizations); Jaffe, supra
note 61 at 660-63; Lord, supra note 5 at 732.
"See Jaffe, supra note 61, at 661-62.
123See Lord, supra note 5, at 732.
2
" See, e.g., Benjamin A. Goldman, Not Just Prosperity: Achieving Sustainability
with Environmental Justice, NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION CORPORATE CONSERVATION

COUNCIL SYNERGY (Feb. 1994); Charles Lee, Developing the Vision of EnvironmentalJustice:
A Paradigmfor Achieving Healthy and Sustainable Communities, 14 VA. ENVTL. L.J. 571

(1995).
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tional problem of racism in education and employment, minority
communities persist as generally poorer than non-minority communities.
Although more affluent communities are better
equipped to marshal economic resources and take advantage of
political and social contacts, minorities often find themselves outgunned by wealthy corporations.
Although indigent populations universally lack sufficient
political power, poor minority communities are particularly defenseless, given the past and present racism in American society.
Because racial minorities, including Asian Americans who have
acquired the misleading label as America's "model minority,"
continue to lag in all areas of educational achievement and career
advancement, few have attained positions of political influence.
Moreover, to the extent that the democratic process reflects the
will of the majority, the system itself disadvantages minorities.
Merely redistributing LULUs so that an equal number are
sited in minority and non-minority communities is inadequate,
because socioeconomic factors will cause the migration of minorities into those communities in the long run; that is, the polluting
effects of a facility will decrease property values, thereby lowering the cost of living and attracting poorer families. Because minorities are disproportionately represented among poor families in
the United States, communities with LULUs will become increasingly racialized. Racial discrimination in general will exacerbate
these effects, because non-minorities frequently choose not to live
among large numbers of minorities.
A comprehensive plan therefore involves addressing the
discriminatory practices that exist to keep minorities impoverished. Instead of redistributing inequities, government must discover and implement methods to alleviate inequities. Poverty appears to be a better indicator of whether a community will be targeted for a LULU; accordingly, decisionmakers must first remedy
discrimination in education, employment, tax policy, and the democratic process itself, which perpetuate poverty in minority
communities. For example, policymakers should consider how to
lure corporate America back into minority communities, attract
white middle class citizens into urban areas, and redesign welfare
have reasonable opportunities for ecosystems so that minorities
25
nomic advancement.1
Minorities need not sacrifice the green of money for the
green of the environment, or vice versa. It is misleading to as'25Smith, supra note 93, at 10568.
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sume that environmentalism must necessarily spar with economic
advancement. Instead, the future of minority communities requires that environmental protection partner with economic progress. Without affluence, minority communities will inevitably
remain vulnerable targets of LULUs and their attendant environmental problems. Conversely, without environmental protection,
minorities may find themselves living with serious diseases and
may never have the chance to succeed. The green agenda of environmentalism must therefore make room for the economic considerations.

